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§ 1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider real Riesz spaces. Let E and F be Archimedean
Riesz spaces. For ¢: E--+F we define ¢*: E--+F by ¢*(x): = -¢( -x) (xEE).
Let ¢ : E--+F. ¢ is sublinear if it is positive-homogeneous (i.e., ¢(AX)=A¢(X)
if x E E, A E IR +) and ¢(x+y) ~ ¢(x) +¢(y) for x, y E E. ¢ is superlinear if it is
positive-homogeneous and ¢(x+y)~¢(x)+¢(y) for x,YEE. Further, ¢ is a
V-homomorphism if
¢(xvy) = ¢(x) V¢(y) (x, Y E E).
Similarly one defines r-homomorphisms. By ep(E, F) or ep we indicate the set
of all sublinear v-homomorphisms E--+F, by 'P(E, F) or 'P the set of all super-
linear /\-homomorphisms E--+F. Observe that 'P= {¢ * :¢ E ep} and that
¢ *(x) $ ¢(x) (x E E, ¢ E ep).
For ¢, If/ : E--+F we define If/ -s¢ if If/(x) -s¢(x) for all x E E. We are aware that
this is not in accordance with the ordering one usually employs for linear maps
E--+F; there the formula S~O means S(E+)cF+. To avoid confusion we will
not use the expression S~ 0 in this sense but write S E L + (E, F) instead.
Let E, F be Archimedean Riesz spaces; let F be Dedekind complete and let
Eo be a Riesz subspace of E. In view of classical Hahn-Banach type theorems
for vector spaces, Boolean algebras ([21]) and lattices ([4] and [7]) it is natural
to conjecture:
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(1) If ¢ E C/J, 'II E 'P and 'II~ ¢, then there exists an hE Hom(E, F) ti.e. a Riesz
homomorphism h: E--+F) such that 'II~h~¢.
(2) If hoE Hom(Eo, F) and ¢ E C/J and ho~ ¢ IEo' then ho can be extended to an
h in Hom(E, F) with h ~ ¢.
We will give counterexamples to each of these statements, however. On the
other hand, we will prove these two special cases of (2):
(3) If hoE Hom(Eo,F) and ¢ E C/J and ho= ¢I Eo' then ho can be extended to an
h in Hom(E, F) with h~¢. (See 2.5.)
(4) If hoEHom(Eo, F) and ¢ E C/J, O~¢ and ho~¢IEo' then ho can be extended
to an h in Hom(E, F) with h~¢. (See 3.5.)
Each of (3) and (4) implies the Lipecki-Luxemburg-Schep Theorem ([14],
[18]), which says that a Riesz homomorphism defined on a cofinal Riesz
subspace of a Riesz space E with values in a Dedekind complete Riesz space F
extends to a Riesz homomorphism E--+F. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge
(4) covers all known Hahn-Banach extension theorems for Riesz homo-
morphisms. (See the list of our references, in particular [9], [11], [14], [18], [20]
and [25].) The case F= /R of (4), in a slightly different formulation (viz.
Theorem 3.6) is a result by Schmidt ([25]). His proof, however, uses the Krein-
Milman Theorem and other /R-valued methods that are not applicable here.
Except in some side comments we freely use the Axiom of Choice. For
terminology we refer to [1].
§ 2. THE STATEMENTS (I), (2) AND (3)
2.1. Counterexample to statement (1). Choose E= /R2, F= IR, ¢(x, y) =xv3y,
'II(x, y) = 3x r.y (x, Y E /R). The only linear h: /R2--+ /R with 'II -sh~ ¢ is the
functional (x, y) ...... tx+ +Y, which is not a Riesz homomorphism.
2.2. Counterexample to statement (2). Take E, F and ¢ as in 2.1. Let
Eo={(X,y)E/R2: X=y}, ho(x,y)=2x «x,y)EEo). The only Riesz homo-
morphisms /R2--+ /R extending ho are (x, y) ...... 2x and (x, y) ...... 2y, and neither lies
below ¢.
2.3. Our next goal is to prove a considerable generalization of statement (3),
letting E be a directed ordered vector space that is no longer required to be a
Riesz space. A map ¢ from E into a Riesz space F is called a weak v-homo-
morphism if
¢(x)V¢(y)=inf {¢(u): uEE,u~x,u~y} (x,YEE).
Such a map is automatically order-preserving. It follows that, if E happens to
be a Riesz space, then the weak v-homomorphisms E--+F are precisely the
v-homomorphisms. In agreement with our earlier notation, by C/J(E, F) or C/J
we indicate the set of all sublinear weak v-homomorphisms E--+F. A weak
R-homomorphism is a weak v-homomorphism that is linear; the set of all weak
R-homomorphisms E--+F is denoted by Hom(E, F).
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The notion of a weak R-homomorphism, without a name, appears in the
book by Jameson [12], where it is shown that Hom(E, IR) is just the union of
the extremal rays of the cone consisting of the order-preserving linear functions
E--+IR. (Theorem 1.8.1 in [12J, ascribed to Hayes.) A stronger type of weak
R-homomorphisms is studied in [13], [27] and [28J.
2.4. Let E be a directed ordered vector space, F a Dedekind complete Riesz
space. Let Q be a set of weak V-homomorphisms, directed downwards and such
that for every x in E
f/J(x): =inf {w(x) : we Q}
exists. Then the resulting map ¢J : E--+F is a weak v-homomorphism. Indeed,
for all x. y e E we have
¢J(X) V¢J(y)= inf w(X)Vw(y) = inf inf W(Z)
weD weD zeE
z"x.Y
inf inf W(Z)= inf ¢J(Z).
zeE weD zeE
z~x,y z"x. y
2.5. THEOREM. Let Eo be a directed linear subspace of a directed ordered
vector space E; let F be a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Let hoe Hom(Eo,F)
and ¢J e cf>(E, F) and suppose ho= ¢JIEo' Then there exists an h in Hom(E, F)
with ho=hlEo and h~¢J.
PROOF. Consider the set Q: = {we cf>(E, F) : w ~ ¢J, ho= wIEo} ' If we Q,
then co ~ co*~ ¢J *. It follows from 2.4 that the pointwise infimum of any chain
in Q is itself an element of Q. By Zorn's Lemma, Q contains a minimal element,
h. Such an h actually is a minimal element of cf>. In fact, if h' e cf> and h' ~ h,
then h'~¢J and ho=h*IEo~(h')*IEo~h'IEo~hIEo=ho'The theorem then is a
consequence of the following:
2.6. THEOREM. Let E be a directed ordered vector space, F a a-Dedekind
complete Riesz space. Then the minimal elements of cf>(E, F) are precisely the
weak R-homomorphisms E--+F.
PROOF. If heHom(E,F), ¢Jecf> and ¢J~h, then ¢J~¢J*~h*=h, so ¢J=h.
Hence, weak R-homomorphisms are minimal in cf>.
Conversely, let ¢J e cf> be minimal. If ¢J = ¢J *, then ¢J is linear and we are done.
Thus, take aeE; we prove ¢J(-a)= -¢J(a). For every xeE, A ...... ¢J(x+Aa)-
- A¢J(a) (A e IR +) is a decreasing map IR + --+F whose values are bounded from
below by ¢J *(x). Therefore, using the e-Dedeklnd completeness of F, we can
define ¢JQ : E--+F by
¢JQ(x): = inf (¢J(x+Aa)-A¢J(a» (xeE).
A2:0
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It follows from 2.4 that </J0 is a weak v-homomorphism. It is elementary that
</J0 is sublinear, so </JoE(/). Trivially, </J0~</J. Hence, </J being minimal, we have
</J0 == </J. In particular,
</J( - a) == </J0( - a) == inf (</J( - a + Aa) - A</J(a)) ==
.200
inf (</J( - a + Aa) - A</J(a)) == - </J(a). 0
.201
Note that no Axiom of Choice is used in 2.6.
The following corollary generalizes the Lipecki-Luxemburg-Schep Theorem
and 1.8.4 of [3] and was first observed by Lipecki in [17]; it contrasts with
Cor. 2 of [27].
2.7. COROLLARY. Let E be a directed ordered vector space, Eo a cofinal
linear subspace of E. Let F be a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Then every
weak R-homomorphism Eo-+F extends to a weak R-homomorphism E-+ F.
PROOF. Let hOE Hom(Eo, F). Define </J: E-+F by
</J(x): ==inf {ho(v): vEEo,v~x} (xEE).
Then ho== </JI Eo. By Theorem 2.5 we are done if </J E(/). Now </J is easily seen to
be sublinear. To prove that </J is a weak v-homomorphism, take x,YEE. For
v, wEEo with v~x and w~y we have
ho(v)Vho(w) == inf ho(z) ~ inf ho(z) ~ inf </J(z).
leEo leEO leE
Z:2:V, w z~x,y z~x,y
Then </J(x)V</J(y)~inf{</J(z): zEE, z~x, Z~y}. The converse inequality is clear
because </J is increasing. 0
2.8. COROLLARY. Let E be a directed ordered vector space, Fa Dedekind
complete Riesz space, </J E (/)(E, F). Then for every a E E there exists a weak
R-homomorphism h : E-+ F with h(a) == </J(a) and h -s</J. Thus, </J is the pointwise
supremum of {h E Hom(E, F) : h~ </J}. (Conversely, every supremum of weak
R-homomorphisms is an element of (/)).
PROOF. Take a minimal element of {I/IE (/)(E,F): l/I~qJ0}. 0
This corollary implies the Kakutani Representation Theorem for AM-spaces.
(But our proof relies on the full Axiom of Choice, whereas for the Kakutani
theorem the Prime Ideal Theorem suffices). The next theorem generalizes
a theorem by Kutateladze (Theorem 8.16 in [1]), which will also be used in
section 3.
2.9. By [0, IF] we denote the set of all linear maps T: F-+ F that have the
property O~ Tx~x (xEE+). The elements of [0, IF] are orthomorphisms and
Riesz homomorphisms. (See [1].)
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2.10. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean directed ordered vector space, F
a Dedekind complete Riesz space, he L + (E, F). Then the conditions (i) and
(ii) are equivalent.
(i) h is a weak R-homomorphism.
(ii) If j e L +(E, F) and h-jeL +(E,F), then there is a Tin [O,IF] with
i> r-n.
PROOF. (i)~(ii). Let EO be the Dedekind completion of E. (See [23].)
Though E possibly is not a Riesz space, EO is. We view E as a cofinal vector
subspace of EO. By Corollary 2.7, h extends to a Riesz homomorphism
hO : E°-+F. For xe E put ¢J(x) : == hO(x) +; then ¢J e c[J +(EO, F) and for all xe E,
j(x):s; inf j(z):s; inf h(z) == h(x) V h(O)== h(x) + == hO(x)+ == ¢J(x).
zeE zeE
Z~X,O Z~X,O
Hence (Theorem 2.1 in [1]) j extends to a linear map jO : E°-+F with jO:s; ¢J.
As ¢J e c[J + (E, F) we have j( - x):s; ¢J( - x):s; ¢J(O) == 0 for all x e (EO) + and thus
j e L + (E, F). For xe (EO)+ we see that jO(x):s; ¢J(x) == hO(x), so hO - jO e
e L + (EO, F).
By Kutateladze's theorem, EO being a Riesz space, there is a Tin [0, IF] with
jO== Toho. Then i> r-n.
(ii)~(i). (See [12], proof of Th. 1.8.1.) Define a sub linear 1fI: E--+F by
IfI(X): ==inf {h(z): zeE+, z z x} (xeE).
Take aeE. We only have to prove that lfI(a):s;h(a) ". Now by Theorem 2.1 of
[1] there exists a linear j:E-+F with j(a)==IfI(a) and j:S;lfI. For x e E" we
see that j( - x):s; 1fI( - x) = 0 and j(x):s; IfI(X):S; h(x), so both j and h - j lie in
L+(E, F). Then j==Toh for some Te[O,IF]. Now lfI(a)==j(a)=T(h(a)):s;
:s;T(h(a) +):s; h(a) + . 0
§ 3. THE STATEMENT (4)
3.1. The proof of (4) requires a bit of preparatory work. Let E and F be
Archimedean Riesz spaces, L(E, F) the space of all linear maps E--+F. To
simplify our notations we put c[J + : == c[J + (E, F): = {¢J e c[J : ¢J ~ O}. For ¢J e c[J +
put
BI/J: =={heL(E,F):h:S;¢J}.
BI/J is a convex subset of L + (E, F). (Indeed, if h e BI/J and xe E+ , then - h(x) ==
= h( - x):s; ¢J( - x):s; ¢J(O) == 0.)
In the sequel, F is Dedekind complete. By the Maeda-Ogasawara Repre-
sentation Theorem (Theorem 50.8 in [19]) we may assume the existence of an
extrem ally disconnected compact Hausdorff space Q such that F is a Riesz ideal
in COO(Q). Then c[J(E, F) C c[J(E, COO(Q)), and for ¢J e c[J + we have
BI/J == {h e L(E, COO(Q)) : h s; ¢J}.
For the time being (i.e., up to further notice) we assume F= COO(Q).
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3.2. NOTATIONS. We write [0,1.0]: ={ueC(Q):O~u~I.o}.The product
of elements sand t of COO(.Q) is denoted s - t, If se COO(Q) and t/J:E-+COO(Q),
then s ·t/J is the map x ..... s ·t/J(x) of E into COO(.Q). If s,teCOO(Q)+ and s~t
we set
sit: =inf {ueC(Q) + :s~u ·t}.
Then sit e [0, 1.0]; for we .0 we have
s(w)(slt)(w) = - if s(w) < 00 and t(w»O,
t(w)
(slt)(w) =°if t vanishes on a neighborhood of co,
In particular it follows that (sit)· t = s.
Let t/Jeep+(E, COO(Q». Observe that u- t/J e ep+(E,COO(Q» for all ue(COO(Q»+.
For he Bt/J define the element t/J'(h) of [0,1.0] by
t/J'(h): =inf {ueC(Q)+ : h~u·t/J}.
Then h~t/J'(h)·t/J.
We need the following lemma.
3.3. LEMMA. Let t/Jeep+(E,COO(Q».
(i) IfheBI/J' then t/J '(h)=sup {h(x) /t/J(x):xeE +}.
(ii) If heBt/J and se [0, 1.0], then t/J'(s·h) =s· t/J'(h).
(iii) Let h,j,keBI/J and h=j+k. Then t/J'(h)=t/J'U) + t/J '(k).
PROOf. For (i), note that if heBt/J' ueC(.Q)+ and h(x)~u ·t/J(x) (xeE +),
then for all xeE we have h(x)~h(x +)~u·t/J(x+)=u·t/J(x) + =u·t/J(x).
(ii) follows directly from (i).
(iii). The relation t/J '(h):$ t/J 'U) + t/J '(k) is also a consequence of (i). The proof
of the reverse inequality is harder. Take a,b e E " . By (i) it suffices to show
that
j(a)It/J(a) + k(b)lt/J(b)~ t/J '(h),
which will be true if
(*) U(a)It/J(a»(w) + (k(b)/t/J(b»(w)~ t/J'(h)(w)
for all osin some dense subset .0' of .0. For .0' we choose the union of the three
sets
.00 : ={w:O<t/J(a)(w)<oo and 0< t/J(b)(w) < co},
.0.: =int {w: t/J(a)(co)=O},
.02 : =int {co: t/J(b)(co)=O}.
j(a) /t/J(a) vanishes identically on Q b whereas k(b)/t/J(b):$h(b)/t/J(b)~t/J'(h).
This establishes (*) for coe .01, Similarly one obtains (*) for coe .02 , Now take
co in .00 , Let a: =t/J(a)(co), p: =t/J(b)(co), c: =a - Iavp-Ib. Then
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U(a)/f/J(a»(w) + (k(b)/f/J(b»(w) = j(a-1a)(w) + k(P-1b)(w)=:;
=:;j(c)(w) + k(c)(w) = h(c)(w).
But f/J(c)=a-1f/J(a)Vp-If/J(b), so f/J(c)(w) = 1 and h(c)(w)=:;f/J'(h)(w). 0
We drop the convention that F= C""(Q). We use [0, IF] as in 2.9. Observe
that, if TE[O, IF] and f/JEt[J+(E,F), then TOf/JEt[J+(E,F) and TOf/J=:;f/J. The
following lemma generalizes the extreme points arguments of [18] as well as
Theorem 12.27 of [1].
3.4. LEMMA. Let E, F be Archimedean Riesz spaces, F Dedekind complete.
(i) If f/J E t[J + (E, F), then every extreme point ofB~ is a Riesz homomorphism.
(ii) Conversely, let f/J E t[J +(E, F), let h : E--+F be a Riesz homomorphism and
h EB~. Then there exists a Tin [0, IF] such that h is an extreme point
of BTo~.
PROOF. Without loss of generality we assume that F= C""(Q) where Q is as
above. Remark that every orthomorphism °=:; S =:; I in C""(Q) is a multipli-
cation with a function O=:;s=:; 1.0 of C""(Q) (141.1 of [29]). We adopt our
earlier terminology concerning the elements of C""(Q). Our proof will be based
upon Kutateladze's Theorem (Theorem 8.16 in [1]) that applied to our situation
says that for hE L + (E, C""(Q» the conditions (a) and (P) are equivalent:
(a) h is a Riesz homomorphism.
(p) If j, k E L + (E, C""(Q» and h =j + k, then there exists an s in [0,1.0] such
that j =s·h.
(i) Let f/J E t[J + (E, C""(Q» and let h be an extreme point of BIP • Let j, k E
E L + (E, C""(Q» and h =j + k. For all x E E we have j(x) =:;j(x + ) =:; h(x +) =
=h(x)=:;f/J(x). Hence, jEB~ (and also kEB~) and f/J'U)=:;f/J'(h). Put s: =
=f/J'U)/f/J'(h). (See 3.2.) We prove (i) by showing thatj=s·h. From Lemma 3.3
we infer:
h - (s- h - j) = (l.o-s), h + j=:;(l.o-s), f/J'(h)· f/J + f/J'U)· f/J =
= 1.0. f/J '(h) . f/J =:; f/J
and
h + (s- h - j) = k-s s- h=:;f/J'(k)· f/J +s· f/J'(h)· f/J =
= f/J'(k)· f/J + f/J'U)· f/J = ¢'(k+j). f/J = f/J'(h)· f/J=:; f/J.
Thus, h - (s- h - j) and h + (s- h - j) both lie in B~. But h is an extreme point
of B~. Consequently, j=s·h.
(ii) Let f/J E t[J +, h e Hom(E, C""(Q» and h =:; f/J. Let t: = f/J'(h); then t E
E [0, 1.0]' Putting lJI: = t· f/J we obtain lJI E t[J + and hE B'II' Multiplication by t
being an element of [0, IF] (F= C""(Q», we see that we are done if h is an
extreme point of B'II'
Letj, kEB'I' and h =!j+ tk: we provej= h. Asj=:; lJI= t- f/J, we have f/J'U)=:; t
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and, similarly, ¢'(k)5,t. But t=¢'(h)=¢'(f}+fk) =t¢'(j) +f¢'(k). Conse-
quently, ¢'(j) == ¢'(k) = t. Kutateladze's Theorem implies the existence of an s
in [0, In] with f}=s·h. Then t t == ¢ '(f j) = ¢ '(s · h) = s · t . It follows that ft·}=
= s- t· h = tt· h. Thus, in the Riesz space COO(.Q) we obtain
j(x)-h(x) .1. t (xEE).
On the other hand, j, h E BI/I = Bf"lp, so that all values taken by j or h lie in the
band of COO(Q) generated by t. Hence, }(x)=h(x) (xeE). 0
We are now in a position to prove statement (4).
3.5. THEOREM. Let E, F be Archimedean Riesz spaces, F Dedekind com-
plete, let ¢ e f[J + (E, F). Let Eo be a Riesz subspace of E and ho: Eo-> F a
Riesz homomorphism, ho5,¢IEo' Then ho extends to a Riesz homomorphism
h: E->F with h5,¢.
PROOF. By (ii) of Lemma 3.4 there exists a Tin [0, IF] such that ho is an
extreme point of Uoe L(Eo, F) : jo 5, l/IIEo} ' where w : == T o¢. It follows from
(i) of the same lemma that we are done if ho has an extension E -->F that is an
extreme point of {j E L(E, F) : j 5, l/I}. The construction we need here was
implicitly given by P.R. Andenaes in his proof of Theorem I of [2]. We give
an outline:
Consider the set of all pairs (D, h) where D is a linear subspace of E con-
taining Eo and h is an extreme point of Ue L(D, F) : j 5, l/IID} that extends ho.
Under the ordering
(D I , hi) 5,(D 2• h2) ¢? D( CD2 and hi == h21D1
this set has a maximal element, (Do,ko). We wish to prove Do==E. Assume
Do*E. Choose a in E\ Do. Put D : =Do+ IRa and define k: D->F by
k(a) ==inf {ko(x) + l/I(a-x): xeDo},
k(x + Aa)= ko(x) + Ak(a) (x E Do. Ae IR).
Then D-::JEo, k e L(D, F), k extends ho and k s: l/IID (for the latter use, as in
the classical Hahn-Banach theorem. that sUPxeDo {ko(x) -l/I( - a+x)} 5,
5,inf
x EDo {ko(x) + l/I(a-x)}). To obtain the desired contradiction we show
that k is an extreme point of {jeL(D,F):j5,l/IID}' Suppose k l,k2 are ele-
ments of the latter set and k=tk] + tk2 • Then kdDo= k21Do=ko. For xe Do we
have k I (a) = k I (x) + k] (a - x) 5,ko(x) + l/I(a - x), so that k I (a) 5,k(a). In the same
way, k2(a) 5,k(a) . But k(a) == t k ](a) + tk2(a) . so k, (a) =k2(a) == k(a) . Then
k, =k2=k and we are done . 0
There is an alternative formulation of Theorem 3.5 that merits attention. Let
E and F be as in the theorem. A map l/I : E-> F is called an M-seminorm if
l/I is sublinear ,
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lfI<lx I) = IfI(X) (x E E),
IfI(XVy) = lfI(x) V lfI(y) (x, Y E E +).
Then IfI(X)~O for all xEE, and IfI(X)~IfI(y) as soon as x.y e E and Ixl~lyl.
The formulas
(*) IfI(X)= cp(lxl), CP(x) = IfI(X+) (xEE)
establish a bijective correspondence between the elements cP of C/J + and the
M-seminorms 1fI. If an element cP of C/J + and an M-seminorm IfI are connected
by (*), then
h ~ cP "* h -s IfI (h E L + (E, F».
3.6. THEOREM. Let E, F, Eo be as in Theorem 3.5. Let 1fI: E->F be an M-
seminorm. Let ho: Eo->F be a Riesz homomorphism, ho~ IfIIEo' Then ho can
be extended to a Riesz homomorphism h : E->F for which h ~ 1fI. 0
3.7. REMARKS. We observe that if cp: E->F is a Riesz seminorm such that
for all EoC E and all hoE Hom(Eo,F) with ho-scP there exists an extension
h e Hom(E, F), then cP is an M-seminorm. Indeed, let x, y E E + and let Eo be
the (one-dimensional) Riesz subspace generated by xV y. Let ho: Eo->F be a
Riesz homomorphism with ho(xvy) = CP(xv y) and let h E Hom(E, F) be an
extension. Then
({J(XV y) = ho(xVy) =h(xvy) = h(x) V h(y) ~ CP(x) V cP(y)~ CP(xV y),
hence CP(X) V CP(y) = CP(xvy).
One may avoid the use of representation theorems in parts of this section.
However, our arguments make use of the method by Andenaes, which requires
the Axiom of Choice (see page 179 of [24]). We will return to questions of
effectiveness in a subsequent paper.
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